Sea to Sky Adventure
Vancouver to Squamish
In Vancouver, your epic adventure, where the sea meets the sky, commences. Make your way to
the northern tip of Howe Sound Island, where you'll arrive at Squamish Town.
You will be welcomed by the Chief of Stawamus, a giant granite monolith mountain known to
locals as The Chief. In Squamish, it's a classic walk, with views of Howe Sound and the town
below. The Sea to Sky Gondola is a perfect way to catch the local scenery without breaking a
sweat if hiking isn't your thing.
Just your level of thrill-seeking limits your chance for fun and getting outside. For hiking, biking,
adventure and all-things mountaineering, The Sea to Sky is popular.
Driving Distance – 64 KM
Squamish to Whistler
You'll pass through Garibaldi Provincial Park, leaving Squamish. Consider visiting and checking
out the different trailheads in this park that take you on hikes to stunning pristine lakes and
mountain views, with Whistler less than an hour's drive away.
For recreational travelers and thrill seekers, Whistler is the ultimate destination. Go on a
mountain trip or pamper yourself in one of the many luxury spas. Cruise the pedestrian-only
village. Insider secret – the breakfast at Riverside Resort Park is delicious!
Whistler is a world-class downhill mountain biking destination in summer and home to Whistler
Blackcomb, one of the largest ski resorts in North America. On a visitor pass on the popular
Peak-2-Peak Gondola that connects Whistler and Blackcomb Mountains, you can still take in the
mountain views if adventure is not your thing.
Driving Distance – 59 KM
Whistler to Pemberton
Pemberton is only a 25-minute drive away, inside the Coast Mountains and home to world-class
athletes, family farms and breathtaking views, though it may be difficult to leave the beautiful
village of Whistler.
Consider taking a day trip to Joffre Lakes Provincial Park for those wanting to discover a little
more. A local favorite, these glacier-fed lakes are accessible through an intermediate climb.
Just a 30-minute drive outside Pemberton is this magical oasis.
There are numerous campground options in and around Pemberton, including provincial parks
and private venues. It's strongly recommended that before going on your adventure, you scope
these out and book.
Driving Distance – 33 KM
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Pemberton to Vancouver
Embarking on your return to Vancouver, from a new viewpoint, take the Sea to Sky Highway.
Make sure you find the impressive Black Tusk peak, one of the most prominent mountains in the
Coast Mountains' Garibaldi Ranges. On the left-hand side, you'll see it just south of Whistler.
Before arriving back in Vancouver, pack a picnic and consider stopping at Brandywine Falls
Provincial Park, Shannon Falls or exploring Porteau Cove's pebble beach.
Driving Distance – 153 KM
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